Primer - Portable Server Subscription Scheme
In addition to the software subscription for the Portable Server, at least one Host subscription must be bought. Host subscriptions on Portable Servers differ fundamentally from
regular named Host subscriptions:
• Host accounts on a Portable Server are non-personal. They are licensed for use by
whoever needs to run sessions on that Portable server.
• Host Subscriptions are defined by:
o the number of concurrent participants they support, and
o their term i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 years
Non-personal Host subscription. Host subscriptions on Portable Servers are purchased
with standard non-personal usernames such as "01@xleap.live".
Portable Servers support several non-personal Host accounts for use scenarios in which
multiple facilitators run multiple (or break out) sessions in parallel. Multiple Host subscriptions can differ by term and concurrent-participant limit.
Note: If required, non-personal Host accounts can effectively become “personal” simply by
not sharing passwords. In this case, a Portable Server being shared between multiple persons would require a separate Host subscription for each of those individuals.
Concurrent-participant limit. Host subscriptions on Portable Servers support a given number of participants who can be in sessions of that Host at any one time. The Host does not
count towards the participant limit.
The concurrent-participant limit applies to each Host subscription individually. For instance, Host ‘01@xleap.live’ might have a 2-year subscription with 50 concurrent participants, while Host ‘02@xleap.live’ might have a 1-year subscription with only 25 concurrent participants. Both can run multiple sessions up to their concurrent participant limits
at the same time. However, they cannot pool their capacity: when Host 01 does not exhaust her limit, this does not affect Host 02 whose limit still applies.
Subscription administration. Subscriptions are implemented on the server by the exchange (download/upload) of subscription files.
SCIF Edition: Portable Servers SCIF Edition do not report back on their subscription status
to XLeap. Subscription management occurs exclusively by uploading subscription files to
the server.
Termination. Unless renewed, XLeap subscriptions expire at the end of their prepaid term.
Non-personal Host subscriptions are inextricably linked to the Portable Server. If the subscription for the server expires, Host subscriptions on it will become unusable.
Disclaimer: This overview is for information only. The terms of the Software Subscription Agreement prevail.
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